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OBJECTIVES
1. To justify the feasibility of the Kalam method in the study of religions
2. To highlight the Kalam style of argumentation on interreligious
issues in the work of Ibn Hazm, al-Biruni and al-Shahrastani
3. To promote Kalam in the contemporary Muslim study of religions

THE PROBLEM: THE QUESTION OF
FEASIBILITY

Is Kalam an objective and a
fair method?
“…the study of religions in itself could not,
however, be seen as something very useful for
Islam and the Muslim community, except for
apologetic or polemical purposes.”
(Waardenburg, p. 32,)

Derived from the Muslim-Christian
polemics!

with exception to al-Biruni…….none of the books
discussed were written exclusively for the sake of
knowledge of the religion in question. The religion is
put within an interpretative framework and the author
draws his conclusions with the aim of somehow
distinguishing good from bad.” (Waardenburg, p. 31,
Muslim Perceptions
The very existence of other religious communities which
absolutized their truths and doctrines contradicted the claims
of superiority of the Muslim community and the
absolutization of its truth and its destiny in the world. Under
such conditions the members of the community claiming
superiority will not bother about other religions. And any
universal interest which goes beyond their own community
and world will remain confined to a few persons. (p. 32)

THE SCHOLARS

Abū Muḥammad ʿAlī
ibn Aḥmad ibn Saʿīd ibn
Ḥazm (994-1064) from
al-Andalus

Abu Rayhan
Muhammad ibn
Ahmad alKhwarizm
Al-Biruni (9731048), Khawarizm

Abu'l-Fatih Muhammad
b. 'Abd al-Karim AlShahrastani (1086-1158)
from Iran/Central Asia

THE APPROACHES AND METHODS

We collected this book of ours, along with seeking guidance from Allah, the Exalted
and Mighty, regarding its compilation. We intended by it to mention the evidences
which are derived from sensorial premises (irad al-barahin al-muntijah an almuqaddimat al-hissiyah… min qurbin aw min bu’d), or which refer back to sense,
either directly or indirectly [We did this] in accordance with establishment of such
proofs which do not contradict the origin from which they are derived for a
certain end (qiyam al-barahin allati la takhuna aslan). [We did this also] so that,
of it, only the above-mentioned proofs would be valid. The reason is that there is no
truth but this. We have excessively engaged in verbal description and in giving
up convolution (bayan al-lafdz wa tark al-ta’qid). Ibn Hazm- Kitab Al-Fisal/alFasl fi al-Mihal wa wa al-Ahwā’ wa al-Niḥal

THE APPROACHES AND METHODS

“This book is not a polemical one (laysa al-kitab, kitab hujjaj wa jidal)
… My book is nothing but a simple historic record of fact (wa innama
huwa kitab hikayat).”- Al-Biruni, Tahqiq ma Li al-Hind
“These are what I can achieve from the sayings of the experts, and I have
quoted [such information] as they are” (Hadhamawajadtu min
maqalat ahl al-`alim, wa nuqiltuhu `alamawajadt´hu.). Al-Shahrastani,
Al-Milal wa al-Nihal

Ibn Hazm

Al-Biruni

Al-Shahrastani

Theological polemical/biblical
critics

Theological but Not
polemical/phenomenological

Theological but Less polemical
Heresiographical/encyclopedic

Christianity, Judaism, the sabians,
the magians, the hindus, the
Brahmins.
Issues oriented
Abrogation , prophethood, biblical
criticism, incarnation

Muslim groups/secretarians

Hindus Tradition, The Sabians, The
Star worshipper
The idol worshipper, The Brahmins

Issues oriented – divinity, creation,
human spirit, eschatology,
asceticism, scripture, Christian
festivals

Muslims festivals
Comparison to Muslims issues

Hindus Tradition, The star
worshipper, The Brahmins, The
idol worshipper, the people of
the book, the pre-Muslim Arabs,
the Magians, the Manicheans,
the Greek philosophers.

Secretarian oriented

The Philosophers (Muslims)
The Mu’tazilites
The Jabarites
The Asharites
The Mushabbiha
The Karamites
The Kharijites
The Murjiites
The Shiites

IBN HAZM APPROACHES

1. The title of his book (al-fasl) carries the meaning of ‘distinction between true
and false and if read (al-fisal) carries the meaning of compilation of sections
and chapters (Ghulam Haider, p. 80)
2. A Zahirite approach: (Khadijah. P. 27) which is textual, literal, linguistic
approach, His methods: empirical, based on common sense, using logic and
dialectic but systematic, using the authentic scripture available during his
time, comparative study
3. He criticized the Asharites and the Mu’tazilites alike, the philosophers as
well as the mystics (Khadijah p.28) ‘for they understand the revealed text by
purely human means

IBN HAZM

5. His aggressive approach is understandable as he lived in the time of turmoil- the
fall of Ummawiyah; civil war, political instability, theological disputes, by his
time, Cordova was already a pluralistic society
6. His major critique to the bible, it is lack of coherence, authorship and authenticity
issues, divinity is the doctrine contrived by the elders of the church, without
scriptural basis

IBN HAZM ON JUDAISM AND THE ISSUE OF
ABROGATION

He described the five Jewish divisions/secretarian prevalent during his time (Samaritans,
sadducees,Karaites, Rabbanites, al-Isawiyyah). He derived this information from the Jewish sources
(field work). He divided the Jewish groups into two; those who totally denied abrogation and who
accepted but denied its possibility. That according to the Jews, it is impossible for God, to command
something and later to forbid it. On this he refuted by saying;
Abū Muḥammad, Allah be pleased with him, says: we do not know any other evidence for them
besides this, and this is the weakest misrepresentation which has nothing to stand on. The reason is
that the one who ponders over all of the actions of Allah Most High, and all of His rulings and
commands in this world, will be certain of the falsity of this opinion of theirs. The reason is that
Allah Most High gives life, and then gives death, and then gives life. He transfers power from a
people whom He honored and then dishonored, to a humbled people whom He honors. He bestows
whatever He wills of good and bad character upon whomever He wills. “He will not be asked about
what He does and they will be asked” [Qur’an, 21:23].

In refuting their denial of abrogation he cited from the Torah few cases;
i. Jacob married Leah and Rachael but this was prohibited later in Leviticus 18:18
ii. Moses was commanded to destroy the cities and the living beings of the area of
Jordan and Palestine (Deutronomy 20:15-18). The inhabitants however deceived
Moses and his followers and offered them a treatise of peace. Later on he discovered
the trick but he decided not to punish the people. (Joshua 9:27)
iii. God changed his mind for example in Exodus 32:9-14 the people of Moses, in his
absence had taken a golden calf as their god and worshipped it. God told Moses not to
interfere as he intended to torture them all. Moses appeal on behalf of his people so
the God changed his mind.

AL-BIRUNI APPROACHES

1. Kitab Al-Athar and later Tahqiq Ma lil-Hind offers a precise analysis of Hind’s religious
traditions
2. The study was based on facts and information, taken from the Sanskrit original, coupled
with empirical observations of the religions in practice.
3. Arthur Jeffery states that al-Biruni’s established scientific principles as completeness,
accuracy, and unbiased treatment (claimed as rare in his era)
4. He intended to conduct a fair study; to study the Brahmin as it is.
5. Al-Biruni discusses India’s religious belief systems, metaphysical views, cosmological
doctrines, literary traditions, mythical heritages, and artistic inheritances; the history and
tradition of former nations and generations (akhbar al-umam al-salifah wa anba’alqur´n al-madiyah) in dealing with the eras with which cultural and religious events were
associated (Hilman Latief, p.29)

AL-BIRUNI ON THE HINDUS NOTION OF GOD

• The first example is on the notion of God.
• He acknowledged the different ways God is perceived in Hinduism; between the
educated one and the uneducated. The former is more inclined to the abstraction
ideas of God whilst the latter relied more on the senses and have lesser issues with
the laws and traditions.
• He described the abstraction ideas of god by citing from Patanjali the description
of God as eternal, unique, independent from human action, unattainable to
thought, beyond any possible form, eternal etc. He cited from the Bhagavad Gita
as God stated that he has no beginning and no end, he has total freedom in his will
and action, he is beyond any classification. He cited from Samkhaya which
explains the action of God.

When discussing the understanding of God by the uneducated group, he indirectly
criticized their anthropomorphic understanding of God by invoking some prayers that
rejects any form of association to Him. For example when referring to the Hindus
anthropormophists who calls God a point, and they described God as twelve fingers
long and ten fingers broad.
On this statement he uttered the verse Praise be to God, who is far above measure
and number !

The second example is on the classes of beings and their names.
Al-Biruni acknowledged the difficulty faced by Muslims to appreciate the doctrine e
postulates that this happen because Muslims are looking from outside the religion
and the Hindus have also failed in providing rational justification for it.
It was told by a sage in Samkhya, that there were three classes of beings; the
spiritual, the men and the animal. The spiritual consists of; Brahman, Indra, Prajapati,
Saumya, Gandharva, Yaksha, Rakshasa, and Pisaca. Five species are those of the
animals—cattle, wild beasts, birds, creeping things, and grouping things, i.e. the
trees. And, lastly, one species is represented by man.

In another place the same author says : " Belief and virtue are in the Deva among the
spiritual beings. Therefore that man who resembles them believes in God, clings to him, and
longs for him. Unbelief and vice are in the demons called Asura and Rakshasa, That man
who resembles them does not believe in God nor attend to his commandments. He tries to
make the world godless, and is occupied with things which are harmful in this world and in
the world beyond, and are of no use."
Al-Beruni questioned that there are confusion in the names and orders. The popular view
held that there are eight classes of spiritual beings. But the Samkhya held that Brahman,
Indra, and Prajapati are not names of species, but of individuals. Besides, Vasudeva
enumerates the Yaksha and Rakshasa together in one and the same class of demons, whilst
the Puranas represent the Yaksha as guardian-angels and the servants of guardian-angels.

AL SHAHRASTANI APPROACHES

1. In comparison to ibn Hazm, he was praised as ‘rigorous and less polemical “the
greatest pre-modern historian of religion in any language” (Wasserstrom), Eric J.
Sharpe writes: describes and systematizes all religions of the then known world,
as far as the boundaries of China.” C. Anawati explains: “In contrast to Ibn
Hazm, he does not aim at refuting errors, but merely strives to state the doctrines
as objectively as possible (Georges C. Anawati, “Philosophy, Theology and
Mysticism,” 362)
2. Unlike Ibn Hazm, his style was not combative, encyclopaedic in nature
3. However he was accused as depending much on literary/second hand sources
(Bruce B. Lawrence p. 33) but his approach was sympathetic (Bruce B.
Lawrence, p. 65)

AL SHAHRASTANI APPROACHES

4. He studied Muslim sects, people of the book, Magians and Manicheans, premuslim arabs, the Indians/Sabians, people of opinions and creeds ahl al-ahwa’ wa
alnihal – cults, pseudo-religions of which he included philosophers

CONT.

When discussing the doctrine of abrogation he wrote “As for anthropomorphism, this
is because they found Torah filled with ambiguous ideas such as image, handshake,
speaking aloud, descending upon Mount Sinai [Ṭūr] as a [physical] transfer,
establishment on the throne as a permanent residence, and the possibility of being
seen above, and others.
It should be known that all of Torah comprised indications and signs [declaring] that
the Sharīʻah of our prophet, the chosen one, peace and blessings upon him, is true,
and that the one who brings that Sharīʻah is [also] truthful. However, they altered it
and changed it either through alteration in terms of writing and image, or in terms of
exegesis and interpretation

CONT.

One clear example is the mention of Ibrāhīm, peace be upon him, and his son Ismāʻīl, his prayer
for him and for his progeny, and God’s acceptance of it [saying] I have blessed Ismāʻīl and his
progeny, I have placed all good in them, I will dominate them over all nations, and I will soon
send in them a messenger from among them who will recite My verses upon them.
The Jews acknowledge this matter, but they say: Allah accepted his prayer for kingdom and not
for prophet hood and messenger-ship. I (shahrastani) forced them to accept my argument that
“the kingdom which you accept [for him], was it kingship with justice and truth or was it
without them? If it was not with justice and truth, then how is He reminding Ibrāhīm, peace
be upon him, of a favor upon his children whereas it was tyranny and oppression. And if you
accept justice and truth in terms of kingdom, then it is necessary that the king should be truthful
with respect to Allah Most High in what he claims and says about Him. How can someone who
lies against Allah Most High be a person of justice and truth because there is no oppression worse
than lying against Allah Most High? Thus, in his denial is his tyranny, tyranny is removal of favor
with blessing, and that is non-fulfillment of promise.

DISCUSSION

1. There is no single approach in theology/kalam in understanding religions
2. Muslim scholars learnt from the sources, they can be varies; scripture, the
practices, and alert by the diverse practices (consider the heterogeneity of the
secretarians).
3. Despite the different approaches, they use observation, common sense perception,
reason and intuition, critical examination as tools of gathering information and
generating knowledge.
4. The compatibility between reason and revelation, can justify on purely rational
and logical grounds. But also relied heavily on scriptural texts of religions;
supposed to be the ultimate authority for the religions.

DISCUSSION

8. These diverse approaches were introduced approximately at the same period.
Show the flexibility and the dynamicity of kalam and its openness, the intellectual
quest in religious truth. In modern context, even the phenomenological school
evolves and has introduced various methods.
9. Muslim scholars of religions took unity of the truth, unity of humanity, unity of
knowledge yet diversity of religions as a reality, tried to prove that human
forgetfulness, misunderstanding careless, adversity has resulted in the alteration
of the scripture and religion. (started of with the philosophy of the unity of
mankind)

THE KALAM METHOD VS THE MODERN
METHODS

DISCUSSION

6. The kalam approaches appreciates mutual mode of interaction. It does not look at
the world religions as a secondary effect as viewed by the modern scholars of
religions. in fact, religion as the fountainhead and source of all branches of
knowledge (hence, study of religions in the Islamic intellectual tradition found its
root in theology)
7. The present division in the modern study of religion is not only the outcome of
division in knowledge (whereas in the tradition of Islam it is the unity of
knowledge), in fact, it was the postulation of anthropocentrism and social
evolutionism that brought about the discipline of humanities, social sciences and
natural sciences. (Ghulam Haider Aasi, 28-29)

CONCLUSION

1. Kalam contributed greatly in the study of other religions despite its ‘polemical and
apologetic trait’. It was in Kalam that the Abrahamic theologians demonstrated a
profound interreligious encounter within the spirit of intellectual subtlety in the
service of God/religion; were constantly in defense of God’s Sovereignty.
2. The revisit of Kalam is urgent for it is an abandoned tradition peculiar to the
Abrahamic religion that is loaded with intellectual vocation that deter dogmatism in
religion. it was in Kalam that the Abrahamic religions developed its interreligious
discourses within intellectual openness and veracity.
3. There is a need to revive theology and specifically, kalam, to acknowledge its’ role
for bringing in transformation in the way religions and religious truth are studied –
epistemologically and methodologically.

4. In reality, Kalam has been ventured by the Muslim, Christian, and Jewish
theologians from the sixth to the twelfth centuries. Scholarly inquiries into interreligious issues were attempted with a strong element of debate (jidal) instead of
dialogue.
5. In fact, Kalam is also embedded with the Greek logic and Islamic logic (almantiq) that stimulate for intellectual openness in interreligious discourses.
Among the themes debated in Kalam were the issue of free will and
predestination, and the issue of good and evil were originally theological issues
but are deliberated under moral/ethical issues at present time. These issues when
discussed under theology are geared towards theocentric objective, hence, the
exertion on God sovereignty.

